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Join us on the new  

Privilège Signature 510 

for a magical taste of  

the cruising life  

to Île d'Yeu! 



The planet may be getting smaller, but 

there are still grand adventures out there 

waiting for you. We’re very happy to take 

you on a trip with us to the magic island 

of Île d'Yeu and discover the spirit of the  

new Privilège Signature 510.

A Privilège catamaran is more than just 

a yacht – it is a personal dream and a 

passion we share. Creating your perfect 

Privilège catamaran is a journey we will 

make together. That is why we look forward 

to accompanying your dream and inviting 

you to our shipyard in Les Sables d'Olonne.

You might be interested to know that  

one of our skipper coaching sessions 

with your new Privilège will also take  

you to beautiful island Île d'Yeu!

authentic . individual . iconic

GILLES WAGNER 
President – CEO
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make the ocean yours
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Excitement ripples through the crew. It is 

partly just nerves before putting to sea, 

of course, but something more: the thrill 

of the ride. For the three of us, it is the 

maiden voyage aboard the fabulous new 

Privilège Signature 510, and we simply 

cannot wait to cast off.

Sun brought  

a tropical sparkle  

to the water that 

rushed past the bow

Many famous sailing tales have been 

made by boats setting out from Les  

Sables d'Olonne. Ours is a more modest 

story. We have planned a leisurely  

circumnavigation – not of the planet, 

although this bluewater catamaran is 

more than capable of it, but of the Île 

d’Yeu. In the shallow waters off France’s 

Atlantic Coast, Yeu is a wave-battered 

island that offers cliffs, castles, beaches 

and some of the region’s best seafood.

We are fortunate, and as soon as we are 

out of the busy harbour, a perfect sea 

breeze fills the sails. The boat responds 

instantly to a firm twist of the helm, and 

we are soon beating northwest over calm 

seas, the sun full and warm on our faces.

Taïna spotted dolphins from  
the pulpit seat, while Camille 
made the most of the sun.  
Together with the flybridge, 
there is so much lounging  
space on this boat
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Our spirits soared as  

the sea breeze filled in: 

everyone wanted  

a turn on the helm

Camille was the first to get her hands on the wheel.  

“I prefer to be in charge,” she whispered as her hus-

band Romain looked on from the cockpit table below.  

It is one of the Signature 510’s stand-out features that 

these two spaces are so well-connected the skipper 

can join in the conversation below.

We all took turns at the helm, where 

the sail controls are within easy reach.  

At one point, the wind freshened and we 

decided to put a reef in the main, then 

it dropped again. We had to keep trim-

ming the sails, but nothing could have  

been easier!

Sheets and halyards are lead to  
the intuitive helm station. It is easy  

to sail this boat singlehanded

With cutting-edge electronics at your fingertips, this 
is more like the helm of a spaceship than a yacht

There is always a connection between the 
helmsman and everyone else on board
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A warm breeze,  

cool drinks and the 

gentle kiss of the sun. 

Heaven afloat!

By this point we’d settled into a relaxed rhythm, speeding 

towards the Île d’Yeu on the horizon at an easy 7-8 knots. 

Romain had mixed some cocktails from the cockpit fridge 

and Camille soaked up some sun on the side deck. There 

are so many places to relax on this boat.

With her elegant lines, flush hatch-

es and even larger deckhouse win-

dows for true 360-degree views, 

the new Signature 510 has stand-

out looks. Between hatches and 

windows, there is so much glazing 

on this boat to let in natural light.

here comes the sun...

The self-tacking jib is on an electric 
furler, with a furling gennaker on the 
elegant bowsprit
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Pointing high on the wind we were able to 

lay Yeu’s western tip, under the watchful 

green eye of the Grand Phare lighthouse. 

Passing inside the notorious Chiens 

Perrins rocks, we could finally bear away.  

It was at last time to hoist the gennaker –

Camille and Romain did the honours from 

the foredeck – and unfurled the striking 

red, white and blue sail.

The boat really accelerated. With sleek, 

efficient hull lines drawn by Marc Lombard, 

she is easily driven. Soon we were fizz-

ing along, with the rocky coastline of Yeu 

passing by at 8-10 knots. At first the idea 

was to put into the main harbour at Port 

Joinville, but we were having such fun 

that we decided to sail back round to the 

southern side of the island and anchor off 

the golden sands of the Plage de Vieilles.

It was actually Romain’s idea. He pointed 

out that the detour would add just 5 miles 

to our passage – less than an hour at this 

speed, and would give us a great idea of 

the lie of the land. This island is renowned 

for its natural beauty, as it transitions 

from cliff to beach, sand dunes to forest, 

fisherman’s houses to the dramatic ruins 

of the Vieux Chateau – once held by the 

English pirate Robert Knolles.  

It was a thrill  

to unfurl that  

big gennaker  

and feel  

the boat  

accelerate

The optional gennaker adds 120sqm of sail  
to the fully-battened, well-balanced main

Pointe des Corbeaux with its distincitve light-
house watching over the island's eastern end
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paradise beach
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At the beach,  

life is different.  

Time doesn’t move 

hour to hour but 

mood to moment.  

We live by the  

currents, plan  

by the tides and  

follow the sun.

Twin anchors are an extra worth 
considering for bluewater sailors

At the touch  
of a button,  
we were soon 
safely anchored  
off the pristine 
Plage des Vieilles
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Naturally, we observed the French tra-

dition of the apéritif, so once the anchor 

was set, we moved to the sunny aft steps 

of the boat with a glass of wine. It’s my 

favourite spot on board because you 

feel so connected to the water, and I was 

soon clambering down the ladder for a 

bathe. Angelina and Kevin, who joined 

us on Yeu, are sun-worshippers, so they 

took advantage of the broad expanse of 

the foredeck trampoline for some quiet 

relaxation together.

time for friendship
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Sit, paddle, dive, swim:  

this catamaran 

simply invites you  

to enjoy the water

An elegant stainless steel bathing ladder 
stows easily in the transom locker

sunbath 
ocean bath

V S .

After your swim, freshen up with 

the deck shower and plenty of 

hot water.

Our engineers are experienced 

with renewable energy, and the 

coach roof can easily be fitted 

with solar panels.
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Marc Lombard has been the chief designer for 

Privilège since 1985. In that time, he has perfected 

the balance between performance, safety and 

comfort. ”For more than 3 decades I have sailed 

and lived the Privilège dream. Every Privilège is 

designed and built to combine seaworthiness with 

comfort, luxury and pleasure, a true masterpiece 

on the sea.” 

Historically focused on racing, Marc Lombard was 

the very first naval architect to employ hydrody-

namic specialists within his growing team.

Marc Lombard

Superyacht interior designer Franck Darnet is  

undoubtedly one of the world's most renowned 

interior designers for custom yachts and luxury  

hotels. "We design bright and attractive interiors to  

live in, which provide pleasure and a sense of space." 

His refined designs are found on every Privilège 

making them the most elegant multihulls today.

Franck grew up in a sailing family which included 

a designer, and so was always destined to follow a 

similar path.

Franck Darnet

W hat I love most  

about sailing is  

the exceptional  

relationship with  

nature and the simple 

way of life that a 

sailing boat induces. 

I also like playing 

with the wind. 

I think human  

beings should  

be the centre  

of our attention.

My sources of  

inspiration are  

nature, art,  

architecture,  

fashion, cars...  

but the most  

important one  

is humankind.

I love to do hand 

sketches to get a  

first feeling for the 

spirit of the boat.  

Naval architecture  

is about making  

progress every day. 

We never pause,

we never sit back:

We are constantly 

questioning our  

designs and seeking  

to improve them.
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the rough side

On the island's rocky windward 
side, the Plage des Sabias is a 
little-known treasure
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Push-button electric davits 
make light work of launching 

and recovering the tender

Making new friends at the charming 
Port de la Meule, which is a natural 
harbour protected by rocky outcrops

One of the best views on the  

island – the Vieux Chateau  

might look familiar from  

Tintin comics 

Port de la Meule is the only harbour on the south side 

of the island, and it dries at low water. The harbour 

entrance is too narrow for the Privilège so we went 

by tender. It is a home to fishing boats and dayboats, 

and we met a local man there selling lobster he’d 

caught among the reefs offshore.
It is wonderful to scramble around the 

clifftops, but the island is best explored 

by bike along a network of paths and  

little-used lanes. Yeu measures just 12km 

by 5km, so there is plenty to keep us 

busy for a day or two.

adventures ashore
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It was personal pride rather than a 

life in boatbuilding which led Philippe  

Jeantot to set up Jeantot Marine in Les 

Sables d'Olonne in 1985. He exhibited 

his first yacht at the Paris boat show, 

and was overwhelmed with orders. This 

incredible response set him on the path 

to building Privilège.

He brought all his round-the-world sail-

ing experience to bear, and developed a 

design that excelled in comfort, safety 

and cruising pleasure.

Now, after more than three decades, 

Privilège has become a leading builder 

of top-quality bluewater luxury cruising 

catamarans.

Yard
T H E  P R I V I L È G E

We believe that authenticity is the heart of successful rela-

tionships. Here at Privilège, that means genuinely connecting 

our customers with our craftspeople to create a unique blend  

of your ideas and our know-how.

It goes so much further than simply choosing fabric colours 

and wood finishes. This is about the creative magic that takes 

place when you sketch out your wishes for our experts to find 

new solutions drawn from their experience and their skills.

It is about dialogue, and partnership. It is about getting 

every element of the boat you have always dreamed of, in the 

safe, fast, high-quality package that envelops every Privilège 

catamaran. It is about enabling your cruising ambitions.

authentic

You don’t come to Privilège for just another cruising cata-

maran, and we know it. You come to Privilège because you have 

something unique and exceptional in mind. Of course, it must  

be seaworthy to protect your loved ones, comfortable and fast. 

That goes without saying.

But the real reason you come to us is because you want 

something that will stand the test of time. A catamaran that  

will turn heads in anchorages and make other sailors wonder. 

 A boat that will still be doing all this in 10 years time, and 10 

years after that. We promise you a true icon of the seas.

iconic

We are not like other catamaran builders. We don’t churn 

out a steady stream of pre-defined boats that all look alike.  

Our range of stunning catamarans runs from 50ft in length  

to over 75ft, but each one is unique.

Haste is not in our nature. Our expert craftspeople take the 

time to build exactly right. That is why Privilège is able to customise 

its yachts to such an extent. We are not building by numbers  

on a relentless production line.

We are crafting your exclusive vision. And we understand  

how special that is. It’s in our DNA.

individual

Meet the great team 
behind Privilège here

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/about-us/our-team/
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feast for the senses
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Advanced Fusion entertainment 
allows you to create the perfect 

atmosphere on board

It's hard to imagine a fresher, 

more delicious way to  

enjoy seafood – from grill  

to plate in one step

Cooking comes naturally on the Signature 510. A hugely 

capable galley offers everything to prepare a feast fit for 

a king, so Camille steamed our lobster and made a sauce 

to go with it. Romain blackened some local langoustine on 

the cockpit barbecue, which seems made for searing 

the catch of the day.

Across the cockpit there is an elegant 

folding teak table that can easily seat six. 

Just pull up a couple of the freestanding 

stools with their mirrored stainless-steel 

finish and you’re in the lap of luxury.

bon appétit
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vive la cuisine
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Aside from the comfort and stability  

under sail, the main selling point of a 

catamaran is the accommodation space. 

And chief among the spaces on this boat 

is the saloon, which straddles the two 

hulls to provide the social hub. 

Naval architect Marc Lombard has created 

an enormous volume here, which Franck 

Darnet has used to create a masterful 

atmosphere. There is glass everywhere, 

including overhead, which lets the light 

flood in. Our boat had a sophisticated 

finish in light oak and pale fabric that is 

almost architectural in style. 

Besides the galley, with its three-burner 

hob, large oven, microwave and 130-litre 

fridge, there is a really comfortable seat-

ing area around the dining table. But 

the table can be lowered at the flick of a 

switch, and fill in cushions turn this into a 

huge relaxing area – ideal after our long 

day cycling round Yeu.

From this spot you can admire the  

anchorage, chat, read or watch a movie 

on the big screen aft. There’s also a  

really well equipped chart table aft with 

full oversight of all the navigation and 

ship’s systems.

It's the  

beating heart  

of the boat: 

 this is a saloon  

designed  

for living

An ice-maker 
offers instant 

refreshment

A large flatscreen TV is a great 
option for kids and long voyages

Lowering the saloon table 
creates generous lounging: 
even a spare bed

Double glazing and climate control allow 
you to adjust the comfort settings

Preparing meals, we really appreciated the amount of work 

surface space, and the cool bar-style division between the 

galley and the dining area. And of course, it was nice to 

have a dishwasher take care of things after we’d eaten.

Watch the exclusive 
explanation cut video

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/spirit/news-stories/detail/a-film-to-fall-in-love-with/
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power  
at your 
fingertips Touchscreen electronics, digital switching and monitoring 

give total oversight of the boat and her surroundings. 

The electronics set-up is impressive, with state-of-the-art 

Raymarine equipment that networks seamlessly between 

helm and chart table, plus wirelessly. Digital switching 

gives you instant insight into every system on board. 

You can steer the boat from the chart 
table via the autohelm system
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your 
own 
private 
suite
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Storage is neverending, with nooks, 
drawers and cupboards for everything

It's not hard to look your best 

when you have the facilities  

of a spa on hand

Privilège's interiors are designed by Franck Darnet, 

who is more accustomed to designing superyachts. 

You really feel that pedigree on board, and nowhere 

more so than in the master cabin. Fine fabrics and 

immaculate joinery give a real sense of luxury. 

We drew lots to decide who would stay in the master 

cabin. Truth be told, this is more of a suite. The lay-

out varies according to the number of cabins you 

want, but on our boat there is a full-beam master.

To port is a walk-in dressing area, while 

there’s a shower room to starboard:  

also with heaps of storage. Camille and 

Romain were the lucky couple, and  

reported that the his-and-hers basins 

are a favourite feature.

wellness spa

The double sink vanity 
leads to a separate shower 

in the main owner’s cabin
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A TV is optional in the master cabin and 
is discretely mounted on the bulkhead

You could spend weeks 

aboard and never wear 

the same outfit twice!

There are big windows in the hulls which can 

even open for ventilation, although we made 

more use of the heating with chilly nights off 

Yeu. To port is a dedicated dressing area with 

copious cupboards, drawers and much hang-

ing space, to keep clothes looking their best.

The bed itself is a king-sized double with 

a real mattress and all the comforts 

of home. It’s actually a great spot for  

some quiet me-time – watching a movie, 

listening to music or reading a book.

bonne nuit

Entertainment can be controlled 

separately in individual cabins using 

the hi-tech Fusion system. Lighting 

and climate control is via special 

dedicated touchscreens.
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MAIN DECK LOWER DECK

master suite &
2 guest cabins

LOWER DECK

master suite &
3 guest cabins

option

LOWER DECK

4 double cabins
option

Exclusive cabin concept You can find all detailed plans,  
layouts & specifications here

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/catamarans/privilege-signature-510/#c30398
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A lot of storage space is a  
key element of the concept 

for circumnavigation

There is no shortage of storage – how about an  
additional fridge with a large freezer below or an 

optional custom wine rack to store all your favourites

cabinets

INSIDE VIEW

OUTSIDE VIEW

cabinets & storage

storage area

big mirror

guest lavatory

fridge & freezer

guest shower

guest cabin

master suite
dressing area

guest area

the portside    
      of life

For Kevin and Angelina, the guest cabin to port also provided 

top comfort. Their double was bright, and had its own bath, 

shower room and storage space. A further fridge  and  a big 

freezer for storage is also in the port hull. 
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huge shower

bath & storage

owner lavatory

big mirror

guest lavatory

safe
washer & dryer combo

guest shower

guest cabin

master suite
spa area

guest area

OUTSIDE VIEW

welcome to   
    starboard

Open all the doors in the starboard hull and you get the full 

impression of the space offered by the Signature 510. There’s 

a very comfortable en suite guest cabin aft, and the laundry is 

also found here, while further storage under the floorboards 

would come in handy for a longer cruise. The quality of the 

finish is excellent, and the fittings are clearly designer.

A handy 
washer-dryer 
and a safe 
are carefully 
positioned  
in the star-
board hull 

INSIDE VIEW
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friends  
become vips
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Electric heads, thermostatic 
mixer taps and designer fittings 

feature in every bathroom

Whether they’re guests or family members, those in the aft 

cabins are in for a treat. The beds here are all king-sized with 

real mattresses. Rocking quietly at anchor off Yeu, sleep came 

quickly for us, and we all appreciated the chance to have hot 

showers in our own bathrooms. Even in the 3.5- and 4-cabin 

layouts, everyone has their own shower and heads.

Every cabin has broad hull windows, 
hatches overhead and natural ventilation

Even on a  

short passage,  

I loved the  

cosy calm  

of these cabins

chill-out time
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Every Privilège yacht is a collaboration between your 

vision and our craftspeople, so no two boats look the 

same. It starts with your choice of colours and materials. 

Browse our lookbook, hold fabric samples in your hands 

at our yard. Let the world inspire you!

individual  style 

3

colours & materials

inspirations & selections

exterior & interior

T H E  P R I V I L È G E

lookbook
NEW NEWNEW

P
rivilège  Lo

o
kb

o
o

k

Please download our  
detailed colour and  

material brochure here

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/catamarans/privilege-signature-510/#c30398
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We work with the world’s best paint manufacturers 

using a multi-stage process to create the perfect 

finish for your hull, whatever colour you choose. 

Use the contrast with a painted rig, coloured  

spinnaker or accents from the external upholstery. 

All that’s required is your vision!

Mast, boom and crossbeam 

come in a luxuriant, perfect 

white paint finish as standard. 

Perhaps you prefer grey or 

black? Privilège’s expert paint 

team can realise your wishes. 

Our state-of-the-art paint room 

gives a durable, spotless finish.

It’s the same with the wheel, 

which can be finished in white, 

grey, black – or indeed any 

standard colour you care for.

colours
E X T E R I O R

H U L L  .  W A T E R L I N E  .  D E C K  .  M A S T  .  B O O M  .  C R O S S B E A M

Colours stimulate emotions, 

and we have a whole palette

for you to express yours. 

Make your Signature 510  

a true icon of the seas.

Option: choose 
the race Y-spoke wheel 

 in white, black and grey.
Or select a lightweight 
Carbon fibre wheel in 

any custom colour

Our standard wheel is covered 
in hand-stitched leather

We can deliver  
any hull colour 
you can imagine.  
From a special tint 
to a metallic finish.
Signal White is the 
standard
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materials
E X T E R I O R

 U P H O L S T E R Y  .   F A B R I C S  .  F L O O R B O A R D

Tight or open weave 
fabrics, fine leathers 
and all in a range of 
25 different colours

New treatments 
mean that real 
leather is now  
suitable for out-
door use: water-
proof, stain-proof 
and UV-resistant

Be bold with your choices! 
Our standard fabrics offer 
more than 60 different 
colours

With the ability to cross oceans and provide a comfortable home on the high 

seas, the Privilège Signature 510 naturally also offers plenty of choice when it 

comes to materials. From fine leathers and fabrics for the interior to the lead-

ing brands of exterior fabric capable of resisting UV and salt water. Then there 

are the woods, for floorboards, deck surfaces and joinery.

Our experts source only the best quality materials designed and proven for 

life at sea. That’s why Privilège yachts look just as good after five, ten or even 

twenty years of sailing. It’s all part of our commitment to realising your vision.

upholstery for 

cockpit  

helm station 

sun bed cushions

A huge colour palette and varied textures from 

the world's leading fabric suppliers can be used 

to great effect. Ask our designers for advice on 

making a statement.
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GREY

Create warmth and comfort 

underfoot with a real or 

synthetic wood deck

Most of our owners choose some 

form of deck covering for comfort 

and good looks. For real teak, we 

always use classic black.

More and more opt for a 

high-quality synthetic teak, 

where we recommend the 

light-coloured scrubbed finish, 

for its low heat transmission. 

Choose between black, white or 

stylish grey caulking.

BLACK

bimini 

canopy  

UV-covers  

for sails  

lazy bag

window covers

A full cockpit enclosure 
is a smart option for 
higher latitudes

We use the best acrylic fabric for all our technical 

exterior fittings, from biminis and cockpit tents to 

lazy bags and sail covers. A tight weave and treat-

ment against mould and UV ensure long life and 

ease of maintenance. More than 30 different colour 

options are available.

Window covers offer shade in hot climates and protect 

the interior from UV rays without hiding the view.

GREY

 W
HIT

E

BLACK

WHITE

JET BLACK

CRIMSON RED

HEMP BEIGE

FOREST GREEN

CELESTIAL

ARCTIC BLUE

full protection Window covers are available  
for the deckhouse windows  

forward and at the side

NATURAL

OYSTER

PAPYRUS

DUNE

MARBLE
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Standard colours for our 
gennakers run to white, red, 
deep blue, cool grey and 
black. As you can see, there 
are even more choices for 
the spinnaker.

66

fast cruising
E X T E R I O R

G E N N A K E R  .  S P I N N A K E R

Our standard sailplan offers plenty 

of power for fast passage times. 

But it’s wise to spec a dedicated 

downwind sail – both for the joy 

of the extra speed and the ease of 

handling. We offer gennakers and 

spinnakers in almost any pattern 

you can imagine.

We even offer you the opportunity 
to design your own gennaker with 
our configuration option. Create a 
pattern using our standard colours 
(opposite) or get creative with your 
own logo.

Let your sail do the talking and make 
a unique statement downwind!
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materials
I N T E R I O R

F U R N I T U R E  .  F L O O R B O A R D  .  W O R K T O P  G A L L E Y  &  H E A D S

TEAK WHITE STRIPES

PABLO OAK

SILVER OAK 

WENGE NAKURU

ZEBRANO NIGHTFALL

VALLEY OAK   standard 

Contrast or match 
your furniture with 

our flooring colours

Furniture wood is perhaps the thing that will 

define your boat's interior more than any other. 

Naturally, there are many options to choose 

from. For greater stiffness and lighter weight, all 

our joinery is composite, with a rich real-wood 

finish. This gives you a great range of colours, 

textures and feels. A natural-wood finish is  

familiar and warm with its varying tint and grain. 

We offer oak, maple and cherry wood as stand-

ard, but anything is possible – all with either 

matte or gloss finish.

Engineered woods, on the other hand, offer the 

benefits of even lighter weight, uniform colour 

and finish but without compromising the aes-

thetics of real wood. You choose. Underfoot,  

we use either teak or laminated wood because 

of its superior resistance to water and marks. 

Woods include various oaks, wenge, zebrano, 

nightwood and more.

A contrast between furniture wood 
and floorboards works well

High quality composites are used 

to make our durable work surfaces. 

The finish options here are as nu-

merous as they would be at home. 

Monochrome colours range from 

elegant neutrals to bright reds, 

greens or pinks. 

There are 31 standard 
worktop colours, plus 

37 optional finishes

High-gloss or  
satin finish on  

the furniture gives  
a different feel

KOLD SILVER

AMERICAN WALNUTAMERICAN WALNUT

OAK STYLE . SATIN VARNISH   standard

CHERRY
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A light-coloured headlining will help  

to reflect light and brighten the sa-

loon or cabin. For more sophisticated 

interior effects, a darker tint or even 

a colour can give great results. Think 

of this like the paint on the walls of 

your home.

Furniture upholstery should either 

carefully match or contrast with the 

woods used. We also use upholstery 

to create accents and to soften edges. 

Whether you choose a woven fabric 

or a leather, it will be supplied by a 

top manufacturer and stand up to 

the rigours of marine use.

fabrics
I N T E R I O R

U P H O L S T E R Y   &   L I N I N G

Dozens of fabric colours 
are available, plus braided 
weave – even stripes.  
In all, there are more than 
80 standard options for 
the interior upholstery

Our high quality natural leather is treated for stain- 
and water-resistance. This option is available in no 
fewer than 20 different colours, from bright reds and 
blues to classic tan
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Lining fabrics for 
bedside ceiling 
and wall, head-
boards and  
bed frames

The standard interior upholstery 
range runs to 66 textile-backed 
synthetic leathers in the full 
palette of colours
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STRIPES SINTRA BLUE

LEATHER CAYMAN

Select your interior design 
with our online tool

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/catamarans/configure-now/
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spiritofprivilege

 privilegecatamarans

Join us on our offical 

social media channels 

at YouTube, Instagram, 

facebook and LinkedIn! 

Discover behind-the-scene 

pictures, insights from the 

yard, articles about the team, 

test videos and lots more exclusive 

content. We share the adventures of 

other Privilège owners, updates from 

our worldwide dealer network, news from 

events and boatshows. Feel free to tag your 

Privilège adventures online with the hashtags 

#spiritofprivilege or #privilegecatamarans.

L I V E  &  J O I N  T H E

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJgfSonfpAY3fhXWCpmtfw
https://fr.linkedin.com/organization-guest/company/privilegecatamarans?challengeId=AQF_HkZVwT_EPwAAAXe1blqDVaxRhOG6pU6wemfUTm8mzV-EAgPSd-bgc8rCtsSYwGS17WjJSHGpkKurOU4GEqm8cKS4nQ08Cg&submissionId=a98d1701-2bdc-6416-7335-9d9902f86a3f
https://www.facebook.com/Privilegecatamaransofficial
https://www.instagram.com/privilegecatamarans/
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   specification

21.21m
MAST LENGTH

120m ²
GENNAKER

88m ²
MAINSAIL

20m ²
STAYSAIL

57m ²
GENOA

17.09m
LOA

7.98m
BEAM

Total sail area 141 m² 1517 sqft

Mainsail 88 m² 947 sqft

Genoa 57 m² 613 sqft

Staysail  option 20 m² 215 sqft

Gennaker  option 120 m² 1,292 sqft

Mast length 21.21 m 69'5"

LOA 17.09 m 56'

Hull length 15.24 m 50'

LWL 15.13 m 49'8"

Beam 7.98 m 26'0"

Draft 1.57 m 5'10"

Displacement light ship 16.8 t 37,000 lbs

Displacement full load 22.8 t 50,700 lbs

Fuel tank 800 lt 211 gal

Fresh water 600 lt 158 gal

Engine 2 × 41 kW 2 × 55 HP

Cabins 3 or 4

CE Certificate A -12

Design   Cabinet Marc Lombard

Interior   Darnet Design 
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You can find all detailed plans,  
layouts & specifications here

https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/privilege/gb/catamarans/privilege-signature-510/#c30398


Privilège Catamarans . France   

Boulevard de l’île Vertime – Port Olona ·  85100 Les Sables d’Olonne

P +33 (0)2 51 22 22 33 · info@privilege-marine.com

Shared passions bring people closer. That’s why every Privilège is a unique blend of 

your ideas and our know-how; the result of an authentic relationship between you and 

our craftsmen. Discover the spirit of the world’s largest luxury catamaran brand today. 

And where better to start than the Privilège Signature 510, featuring magnificent 360° 

views through her generously sized windows.

www.privilege-marine.com

/privilegecatamarans
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJgfSonfpAY3fhXWCpmtfw
https://fr.linkedin.com/organization-guest/company/privilegecatamarans?challengeId=AQF_HkZVwT_EPwAAAXe1blqDVaxRhOG6pU6wemfUTm8mzV-EAgPSd-bgc8rCtsSYwGS17WjJSHGpkKurOU4GEqm8cKS4nQ08Cg&submissionId=a98d1701-2bdc-6416-7335-9d9902f86a3f
https://www.facebook.com/Privilegecatamaransofficial
https://www.instagram.com/privilegecatamarans/
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